
 



WHO IS 

OLIVIA GRAHAM CASHMERE? 

 

Olivia Graham graduated from The Scottish 
College of Textiles, having completed a 
Bsc. Hons Degree in Textiles and finishing 
with a thesis on “Pilling”, the latter now 
realised as being actually very useful in the 
world of cashmere… 

  
Training as a Garment Technologist, she 
worked with various high street brands as 
well as their suppliers, (TopShop, John 
Lewis, Next & Dunnes).  After moving to 
Australia, she undertook Production 
Management roles for the next few years 
for such companies as Dust, Bella Bustiere, 
before starting her own sourcing and 
wholesaling business specialising in silk 
and cashmere fibres.  

 
For the following years Olivia career path entailed her travelling back and forth to China overseeing 
production, sourcing and attending Industry Trade Shows.  So that she could become more effective, 
Olivia moved to Shanghai and actually resided there for 5 years.   
 
In Shanghai, Olivia sourced and produced Silk & Cashmere products for various high end labels both in 
Australia and the US (Sass & Bide, Herringbone, Camilla & Marc, Imitation of Christ, Whitley Kros ) this 
time spent in China, enabled her to establish solid relationships with various mills and manufacturers 
who use the latest manufacturing technology, have years of knowledge and technical experience and  
well established quality control systems.  
 
These mills and factories  now produce  the exquisite garments for the Olivia Graham Cashmere range  
today. 

 

 



WHAT IS OUR  

PRODUCT RANGE? 

“Summer and Tran seasonal - Silk Cashmere Tees, Sweaters, Wraps, Ribbed Panel Singlets 

and our famous Merino Wool Blankets.  Winter - Pure Cashmere Wraps, V Necks & 

Cardigans.” 

The properties of the cashmere fibre, it’s crimp, natural warmth, incredible softness, and breathability 
make this fibre, very comfortable in many different climates and temperatures.   

As well as winter, we also design a "trans-seasonal" range, working with Silk Cashmere blends in super-
fine yarns.  Creating garments that are thinner, lighter and cooler to wear,  these pieces are ideal in the 
warmer summer weather.  On the flip side, if caught under air-conditioning, or outdoors on a cool 
evening, the subtle warmth of the cashmere in the blend, provides a level of comfort to the wearer. 

Our customers want garments designed with ease and fit in mind, that allow for their active lifestyles.  
We like enjoy the comfort and softness that is Cashmere, creating styles that don’t “date” and can be 
worn season after season 



   



WHAT MAKES  

OLIVIA GRAHAM CASHMERE 

UNIQUE ? 

DESIGN: 

We craft pieces that are comfortable to wear with little details for example on fitted styles knitting a 
slightly longer body length suits our “curvy” shape, it also means it tends not to “ride” up every time you 
move.  One of our best sellers is the Ribbed Back Singlet, both a travelling essential as well as “office 
workwear” worn under a suit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In return for such details, we find our cashmere can, and is, enjoyed & worn by many body shapes, on 
all manner of occasions.  

CONSTRUCTION: 

Our products are knitted with both fine gauge machines and with a tight knitting tension (improved wear 
and less pilling).  On styles with ribbed cuffs we knit the first few rows with lycra added to give improved 
stretch and recovery during wear.   

Our Merino Wool Blankets are a double face knit construction and able to be machine washed on a 
wool cycle – practical being that the blanket weighs 1.8kgs and is often bought by families with young 
ones. 


